Meeting Minutes 11.02.2011

Attendance: Rachel, Geoff, Paul, DW, Kendra, Christine, Alex

Complaints
- Planga
  - Meet with Leah, Planga, Rachel, Geoff Thursday afternoon
  - Issues with use of language and concerns over use of MIT privileges to gather group information
- Folk Dance
  - Meeting with Leah, and Paul may help
  - Concerns over use of CAC space in W20, especially number of non-MIT attendees

Group Status
- MIT Ohms
  - Wants to switch status to funded from unfunded
  - Establish semester show schedule and want to be able to put on more frequent performances and enter competitions and make CD’s
  - Decision: approve as funded
- Funded v. nonfunded status: easier to first set up funding then cancel later than switch from unfunded to funded
- Education Technologies
  - Sponsored by someone else

Space Eligibility
- ATI and Polish Club want storage
- Innoworks and Spinning Arts want locker
- Challah for Hunger would like to be de-sponsored (then approve as unfunded) and would need storage space
- Decision: all eligible with lower priority status, Challah for Hunger conditional on status change

LEF/ARCADE
- Dancetroupe
  - Allocated and gave $600 from applying dues to expenses but other expenses to dues
  - Decision: $1200
- GreekWeek
  - Listed other income that was not accounted for in post event report ($2800 v. $3500)
  - No money from weekends@mit and spent less because greek only events cost less but did try to find other sources
  - Kickoff and carnival at least $3500, $2400 on catering and $1000 on kickoff with $2400 for carnival
  - Both affiliated and non affiliated students welcomed in theory
  - For future, need to provide publicity materials in funding application
  - Cut funding from $6000 to $3500 original application
  - Decision: strong warning, dock from allocation due to publicity efforts → for future, require publicity materials and expected greek/non greek numbers before and after
Group Recognition
- GlobeMed
  - Confused about what we want from them and don’t understand why not recognized
- APhi
  - Would like CAC EMS account through recognition
- Larger discussion needed about non student-group status and what privileges can be allocated

Database
- Money for database hosted on script needed → ask Leah for money for more SIPB servers

Emails
- Use RT for emails to help track emails that we get that need to be responded to

Storage
- Need for infrequent access storage from CAC
- Option to subsidize MIT storage warehouse or other area for storage cage to minimize storage in office space → follow up with SAO for regular access options
- Possible need for temporary storage areas that are needed for 1 week or so → ask groups who might need this storage type if would decrease need for office space

Space
- Walkthroughs scheduled early next week for W20 and Walker
- Some groups with whole offices and may want to redivide into smaller spaces for other groups
  - APO, LSC, Logs, Radio Society, Tech, Technique, W1XN, WMBR